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“ Every work in this program has real strength and personality; so to single out particular pieces is a bit dan-
gerous. Nevertheless, three stand out to my ear as particularly notable. First is Piers Hellawell’s The Hilliard 
Songbook, which sets texts by Nicholas Hilliard, the Elizabethan miniaturist from whom the group takes its 
name. These concern the nature and expressive capacities of different colours, expressed with poetic preci-
sion. Hellawell sets these with a sort of highly personal, ravishing fresh harmony that I frankly can’t describe 
further than the adjectives I just used - I suspect I would have to analyze the score to get closer to how they 
actually work. What I can say is that this is exceptionally scrupulous music, shaping each phrase and pro-
gression with subtlety, refinement and exceptional concentration on the smallest detail.” 

(Robert Carl, Fanfare April/May 1997)

“Superimposition of text, and its attendant layering of musical material, meet a wide range of expressive 
ends; from Elizabeth Liddle’s strophic hymn tune supporting the Brittenesque extended tonality of the solo 
voice in Whale Rant] to what many may regard as the jewel of this collection, Piers Hellawell’s The Hilliard 
Songbook, setting portraitist Nicholas Hilliard’s descriptions of previous stones and their colours. Simple, 
interwoven melodic strands trace the contours of formal Elizabethan syntax in a sequence of exquisite, lumi-
nescent miniatures.” 

Thomas Hall, The Musical Times February 1997 

While it is customary to edit reviews, presenting only favourable highlights from notices that are often much 
more mixed in response when read in their entirety, it seems to me pointless to present critical comment 
unless it appears ‘warts and all’. The review material given in this section is left unedited of any comment 
that is pertinent; the only editing employed is to extract relevant passages from surrounding coverage or to 
remove irrelevant references for reasons of space. PH
felt in The Still Dancers, and still more in the final movement of Inside Story. It’s hard to imagine this music 
better played, notably by the fine string soloists Clio Gould and Philip Dukes. The recordings of the orches-
tral works allow us to hear plenty of detail without sacrificing atmosphere; sound in The Still Dancers is a 
little drier, but admirably clear.” 
(Stephen Johnson, BBC Music Magazine 2002) 

Piers Hellawell
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